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Abstract: An adaptive integral sliding mode control approach is proposed for the synchronization of 4-D 
identical hyperchaotic Rikitake dynamo system which operates with unknown parameters. The error 
dynamics are first transformed into a special structure which contains a known nominal part as well as 
unknown terms. The unknown terms are computed adaptively via an adaptive compensator, and the 
resulted error dynamics are stabilized asymptotically using integral sliding mode control. This stabilizing 
controller is an algebraic sum of the nominal control and the compensating control. The dangerous 
chattering phenomenon is suppressed via the designed compensator control. The closed loop stability of 
the designed compensator controller and the adapted law are ensured via the Lyapunov stability strategy. 
It is also worthy to report that the posed problem is handled via a reduced number of control inputs as 
compared the existing literature. In this case, the proposed design becomes a good candidate for chaotic 
systems with unknown parameters. The simulation results confirms the made claims.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Researchers like (Suzuki et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2010; 
Moskalenko et al., 2010; Abdullah et al., 2013; Feki et al., 
2003) are showing keen interest in synchronization as well as 
in anti-synchronization of chaotic systems for the last two 
decades due to their rapidly growing applications in secure 
communications. (Guegan et al., 2009) proves, chaotic 
systems play a role in population models, finance models and 
also in economics. (Volos et al., 2012; Guégan et al., 2009; 
Caraiani et al., 2013) prove chaotic system application in 
ecology as well as in psychology. (Denton et al., 1990) 
proves synchronization is also important in cardiology, 
complex dynamical networks and in robotics, while anti-
synchronization  of chaotic  systems proves its vital 
importance in  alleviating  electrical power  outage  and  
framework management  by  (Harb et al., 2003)  and  (Abbasi 
et al., 2011). 

As a chaotic phenomenon is usually present in nonlinear 
systems, that is highly sensitive towards disruption (or 
uncertainty) in their parametric framework leading to 
volatility in their future advancements. Chaotic systems can 
be defined as uncertain, nonlinear dynamical systems which 
are very responsive towards their initial conditions. 
Lyapunov exponent is the indicator for the sensitivity of 
chaotic systems. If the summations of Lyapunov exponent are 
negative, at that instant, the system declares as dissipative 
systems. Chaos synchronization/anti-synchronization 

happens when two dissipative chaotic systems are connected 
such that, in spite of the exponential  divergence  of  their  
nearby  trajectories, synchrony  or  anti-synchrony   is  
attained   in  their   chaotic behavior as → ∞. 
Synchronization of two chaotic systems steps up when, 
synchronization between heart and lung are required in 
cardiorespiratory system, such kind of synchronization is also 
becoming essential in human brain and in cells of paddlefish. 
Moreover, synchronization of chaotic systems may also be 
required, when a chaotic attractor commutes another chaotic 
attractor. Due to its vital importance and wide applications 
different techniques are proposed for the synchronization or 
anti-synchronization of chaotic systems, which includes  
adaptive control proposed by (Vaidyanathan et al., 2013), 
linear and nonlinear active control by (Chen et al., 2006; 
Kapitaniak et al., 2006). Fuzzy control by (Sargolzaei et al., 
2013), impulsive control by (Yang et al., 1997) and back-
stepping method suggested by (Ge et al., 2000; Chen et al., 
2013). (Agrawal et al., 2014) recently proposed strategy for 
fractional order chaotic systems via adaptive synchronization 
and parameter identification with unknown parameters based 
on the Lyapunov stability method. Researchers like ( Zhou et 
al., 2008; Li et al., 2008) have also proof interest in 3-D 
chaotic systems. ( Li et al., 2003; Gong et al., 2010) 
concludes Chaotic theory has applications in chemical 
reactors. It is also proven that application of chaotic systems 
is also found in vibration control by ( Shi et al., 2013; Yang 
et al., 2014). Chaotic behavior is also observed in oscillators 
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by ( Li et al., 2007; Sharma et al., 2012). (Rhouma et al., 
2011; Volos et al., 2013) proves cryptosystems also emerges 
as application of chaotic systems. 

As compared to chaotic systems, hyperchaotic systems 
appear to be having much complicated dynamical response, 
as well as they also acquire vital relevance in engineering, 
like secure communication proved by ( Smaoui et al., 2011; 
Yang  et al., 2013). (Buscarino et al., 2009;  Zhou et al., 
2014; Wei et al., 2012) proves behavior of hyperchaotic 
systems is also present in electrical circuits. A system with 
minimal, two positive Lyapunov exponents is referred as 
hyperchaotic systems. Synchronization of hyperchaotic 
identical systems seems to be a challenging task due to the 
butterfly effect. Due to the butterfly effect, the design of 
control law by which, effective output of respond system 
tracks the output of the drive system in finite time 
asymptotically is considered to be a challenging assignment. 
Firstly, hyperchaotic system was discovered by (Rossler et 
al., 1979), later on many more hyperchaotic systems are also 
reported, namely, Wang hyperchaotic system, discovered by 
(Wang et al., 2008), hyperchaotic Chen system discovered by 
(Li et al., 2009), hyperchaotic Vaidyanathan systems 
discovered by (Vaidyanathan  et al., 2013, 2014) etc. Due to 
their complexity and unpredictable behavior, hyperchaotic 
systems have many applications in areas such as secure 
communications and cryptosystems (Gao et al., 2006; Xu et 
al., 2014). Circuit realization and memristive devices are also 
associated with the study of chaotic and hyperchaotic 
systems. 

To ensure robust control of the aforesaid systems, the sliding 
mode control (SMC) (Utkin 1992 and Edward 1998) 
becomes an appealing candidate. However, this strategy 
suffers from high frequency vibrations in sliding mode which 
may result in the wear tear of the system. A number of 
control techniques (see for instance, (Levant 2003, Ferrara et 
al., 2001, Bartolini et al., 1998 and Fridman et al., 2015), 
have been proposed to overcome the undesirable phenomena. 
To confirm robustness from the very start of the processes a 
variant of SMC the so-called integral sliding mode control 
(ISMC) was proposed (Utkin 1999, Gao et al., 2013) which 
eliminate the high frequency vibrations and enhances 
robustness via the elimination of reaching phase. To establish 
the sliding mode as well as to converge the states to the 
origin in finite time the terminal sliding mode control 
(TSMC) was proposed (Yu et al., 2002). In the existing 
literature, researchers like (Hou et al., 2012; Zribi et al., 
2009) use SMC for the control of chaotic systems to provide 
robustness against external noise and parametric variation.  

The authors in this work proposed an adaptive integral sliding 
mode control approach for the synchronization of an 
uncertain 4-D identical hyperchaotic Rikitake dynamo. The 
first contribution in this work is the compensation of the 
nonlinear unknown terms and the unknown parameters via 
the adaptive part of the control law. Second, this adaptive law 
steers the error dynamics of a  transformed special structure 
to the origin asymptotically. In other words, the master and 
slave system are synchronized via the proposed control law in 
the presence of parametric uncertainties. The third 
contribution is that, unlike the existing work (Vaidyanathan 

et al., 2015), we assume less number of control inputs. This 
reduction results in less energy usage and improves the 
applicability of the control strategy. The closed loop stability 
of the designed compensator controller and the adapted law 
are ensured via the Lyapunov stability strategy. The system 
under study is simulated which demonstrates the benefits of 
the proposed algorithm.  

The remaining paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, 
mathematical and graphical description of 4-D hyperchaotic 
Rikitake dynamo system is presented. In Section 3, a first 
order SMC is designed for the stabilization of the considered 
dynamic system subject to known parameters whereas in 
Section 4 an adaptive ISMC is designed for the given 
problem in the presence of unknown parameters. The 
simulation results of the stabilization problems are given in 
their respective sections. Synchronization of identical 4-D 
hyperchaotic Rikitake dynamo system with known and 
unknown parameters is carried out in Section 5 and Section 6, 
respectively. Section 7 concludes the paper followed by 
relevant cited references. 

 

Fig. 1. Architecture for Synchronization and 
Antisynchronization of  two systems. 

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION OF A 4-D NOVEL 
HYPERCHAOTIC RIKITAKE DYNAMO SYSTEM 

Consider the following 4-D hyperchaotic Rikitake dynamo 
system (Vaidyanathan et al., 2015). 

 

                                          

1 	  

	
                                                                              

(1) 

where , , 	and	  are the state variables, , , 	and  
are considered positive constant parameters. The 
hyperchaotic Rikati dynamo system (1), illustrate 
hyperchaotic behavior when the parameter values are chosen 
as follows:  

                          1, 1, 0.7	and 1.7  

For numerical simulations, we proceed with initial values of 
the 4-D system as given below: 

0 0.8,	 0 0.2, 0 0.4	 and 0 0.6 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 2. States representation of hyperchaotic Rikitake dynamo 
system, , , , . 

In (Fig. 2) , , ,  displays the chaotic behavior of states 
, , ,  in two dimensions, while in (Fig. 3) , , ,  

projects the three dimensional projection of states 
, , , . 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 3. 3-D Projection of the hyperchaotic Rikitake dynamo 
system on the,  space, where 1	 → 	4. 
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3. SLIDING MODE CONTROL OF THE 4-D 
HYPERCHAOTIC RIKITAKE DYNAMO SYSTEM WITH 

KNOWN PARAMETERS 

In this Section, authors have designed a first order sliding 
mode control, for global stabilization of the  4-D  
hyperchaotic  Rikitake dynamo system with known 
parameters. Following system shows the mathematical 
representation of the controlled hyperchaotic system 

 

                                     

1   

                                                                            (2) 

In above system (2), ,  and are the controls to be 
designed using sliding mode control, whereas 
, , 	and	  are state variables along with positive 

constant parameters as , , 	and	 . If we select ,  and 
 as follows, then (2) can be written as (4) 

1  

                                    

                                                (3) 

where equation (3) shows new input as , so system (2) can 
be rewritten as (4) shown below 

 

                                                                                        

 

                                                                            (4) 

The system shown in the above equation (4) can be 
rearranged as (5)  

 

                                                                                          

 

                                                                                (5) 

Sliding surface for  the system (5) is defined as:
 

3 3 3                                              (6) 

Equation (7) can be obtained by taking the time derivative of 
(6)  

3 3                                               (7) 

By choosing 

  	 3 3  , where  0 

We have  

	

Therefore the system (5) is asymptotically stable. 

 

Fig. 4. Stabilization of  hyperchaotic Rikitake dynamo system 
via sliding mode control. 

The above simulation shows stabilization of the 4-D chaotic 
system using sliding mode control in nearly 12 seconds. In 
the forthcoming Section, authors are going to design and 
simulate integral sliding mode control for 4-D novel 
hyperchaotic systems along unknown parameters. The 
important point to be noted here, the only parameter " " 
considered to be known, knowing of " " will reduce the 
number of controllers required to control the respond system 
from 4 to 3. 

4. ADAPTIVE INTEGRAL SLIDING MODE CONTROL  
OF 4-D NOVEL HYPERCHAOTIC RIKITAKE DYNAMO 
SYSTEM WHEN ALL PARAMETERS ARE UNKNOWN, 

EXCEPT  

In order to reduce the number of controllers from four, by 
(Vaidyanathan et al., 2015) to three, we have proposed " " 
should be known among all other positive constants, which is 
also considered as a major contribution of this research 
article. As integral sliding mode control is proven to be very 
effective over sliding mode control by (Din et al. 2016). We 
have considered the controlled hyperchaotic system as shown 
in (2) 

 

 

1  

 

As we aim to vary parameters adaptively and also 
considering the parameters to be unknown, therefore we have 
to design the estimates for , ,  as , , ̂ 	respectively. 
During the estimation of parameters, error will be appears, 
which will represented as 

 

 

and                                    ̂  

For adaptive estimation of parameters, the system in (2) can 
be rewritten as (8). 
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1 1 2 3 1 4 4 1 

̂  

1                                                                  

	                                                                             (8) 

By putting following values of  ,  and  in the above 
equation (8), equation (9) is obtained 

1  

̂  

̂   

where  is the new input in (9), written below 

 

                                                

 

                                                                            (9) 

which can be rewritten as:  

 

                                                   

 

                                                        (10) 

Choose the nominal system for (10) as:  

 

                                                                                        

 

                                                                           (11) 

The sliding surface  for nominal system (11) is same as 
displayed in (5): 

3 3  

The time derivative of the above equation is given below 

                        3 3  

                             3 3  

By choosing 

	 3 3  , where  

0 

We have  

                               	  

Therefore the nominal system (11) is asymptotically stable. 
Now we are going to add the integral term " " at the end of 
sliding surface  shown above and assigned the symbol	 . 

	                                                                          (12) 

       3 3                                   (13) 

In (13),  is some integral term computed later. To avoid the 
reaching phase, choose (0) such that 0 0. Select 

, where	  is the nominal input and	 	is 
compensator term computed later.  
Then   

3 3 	                                      (14) 

 3 3 3 3    

                      3          (15) 

By selecting the Lyapunov candidate function as 
1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

 

We are able to design the adaptive laws for , , , , 	and	 ̂ , 
and compute such that 0 (Abbasi et al., 2016). 

Theorem 1 

Consider a Lyapunov function . 

Then 0, if the adaptive laws for , , , , 	and	 ̂ ,  and 
the value of   are chosen as: 

3 3 ,  

(16) 

3 	          and         	            (17) 

3 	                       and        	             (18) 

4 	                       and        	 ̂ 	           (19) 
where	 	and	 0, 1, … 3   

Proof: Since 

                                                   (20) 

      3 3 3 3 3

													  

			 3 3  

                     3 3  

                      4                                                (21) 

By using equation (16) to (19) in (21), we got (22) 

     	 | |                   (22) 

From this, we conclude that	 , , , → 0. As  → 0 , → 0. 

 

Fig. 5. Stabilization of  hyperchaotic Rikitake dynamo system 
via integral sliding mode control. 
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Fig. 6. Parameter estimation of hyperchaotic Rikitake 
dynamo system via adaptive integral sliding mode control.  

Stabilization of states is shown in (Fig. 5), whereas (Fig. 6) 
presents the estimation of parameters. Forthcoming paragraph 
displays the very effective synchronization of identical fourth 
dimensional hyperchaotic system. 

5. SYNCHRONIZATION  OF  IDENTICAL 4-D  NOVEL 
HYPERCHAOTIC RIKITAKE DYNAMO SYSTEMS 

WITH KNOWN PARAMETERS 

In this section, efforts are directed to design a global 
synchronization control protocol for the identical 4-D 
hyperchaotic Rikitake dynamo systems along with known 
parameters. The master and the slave systems are considered 
with identical dynamics. In the master hyperchaotic Rikitake 
dynamo system the states are represented by , , 	and	   
whereas for the slave system the states are described by 
, , 	and	  as shown in (23). 

Master system 

 

 

1 	  

	
     

Slave system 

 

 

1 	  

                                                                             (23) 

For synchronization, the error signal is defined as: 

, where 1… .4 

Then the error dynamics become: 

 

     	        (24) 

 

     	 

          	                                       (25) 

 

     1 	 1 	                                       (26) 

 

     	 	                                                                  (27) 

By choosing  

	   

           

1 	 1 	      

	  

Equation (24) to (27) can be rewritten as (28)  

																																																																										

																																																																								

																																																																								

																																																																																					(28)	

System in  (28), can be rewritten as (29)  

	 																																																																				

																																																																							

																																																																							

																																																																																									(29)	

Sliding surface for system shown in (29) is defined as               

	3 3                                             (30) 

Time derivative of (30) is shown in (31) 

3 3  

                    	 3 3	                            (31) 

The system shown in (29) is considered to be asymptotically 
stable if

  

 

By choosing, 

    3 3  ,  for   0 

 

Fig. 7. Error convergence of identical hyperchaotic Rikitake 
dynamo system  

Error convergence profile of hyperchaotic Rikitake dynamo 
system is displayed above in (Fig.7), whereas , , ,  of 
(Fig. 8), shows the synchronization of states regarding master 
and slave system. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 8. (a). Synchronization of the states and	 , (b). 
Synchronization of the states and	 , (c). Synchronization 
of the states and	 , (d). Synchronization of the states  
and	 . 

6. SYNCHRONIZATION OF  IDENTICAL 4-D 
HYPERCHAOTIC RIKITAKE DYNAMO SYSTEMS 

ALONG UNKNOWN PARAMETERS , ,  

Similar to Section 5, , , ̂  be estimates of , ,  and  
 , 	 , and ̂   be the errors during 

the estimation of  , 	and	  respectively. The system (1) and 
(23) can be written as (32) and (33): 

Drive system 

1 1 1 2 3 4 4 

 

         ̂  

1                                                       

	                                                                          (32) 

Response system 

̂  

 

          ̂  

1 	  

	                                                                          (33) 

Then the error dynamics become: 

 

    ̂
										 ̂                                                       (34) 

 

     ̂
										 ̂           (35) 

 

     1 	 1                                          (36) 

 

     	 	                                                                  (37) 

By choosing  

	 	 	 ̂  

        ̂
 

	 1 	 1 	  

 ̂ 	 ̂   

the system displayed between (34)-(37) can be written as 
system (38) shown below, where  is the new input  

1 1 4 1 4                       

 

                                                          

                                                                 

                                                                           (38) 
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System (38) can be rewritten as follows:  

4 2                                                               

	  

                                                          

                                                                 

                                   (39) 

Whereas, (40) represents the nominal system for  (39) as (40) 

                                                                      

                                                                        

                                                                        

                                                                             (40) 

Sliding surface for the nominal system shown in (40) is as 
follows 

	 3 3                                            (41) 

Then  

3 3  

                                 3 3  

By choosing 

	 	 3 3  ,   0,  

we have  

                            	  

which shows system in (40) is asymptotically stable. 
Equation (42) represents the sliding surface choose for the 
system shown (39). Now choosing the sliding surface for the 
system shown in (39) as below:  

	  

   3 3                                        (42) 

where,  is some integral term computed later. To avoid the 
reaching phase, choose 0  such that 0 0. Choose 

	 	 	 	 where, 	 	 is the nominal input and 	 	 is the 
compensator term computed later, then the time derivative of 
(42) becomes 

	 3 3  

      	 3 3 	 3 	 3 	 3 	

											3 	 3 	 3 	 	 	
											 	 	 	 	 	 	 	                                      (43) 

By choosing a Lyapunov function: 

 		 		 		, design the adaptive laws 

for 	 		, 	, 	, 	, 	 		, ̂ 	and compute  such that 0 
(Abbasi et al., 2016). 

 

 

 

Theorem 2 

Consider a Lyapunov function . 

Then 0, if the adaptive laws for , , , , 	and	 ̂ ,  and 
the value of   are chosen as: 

3 3 ,   

      (44) 

3 y 3 x y x 		   and  	  

                                                                                            (45) 

3 y 3 	 											and                   (46) 

4 y 4 		 										and        	 ̂           (47) 

where	 	and	 0, 1, … 4   

Proof: Since 

 

				 	 3 3 	 3 	 3 	 3 	

											3 	 1 3 	 4 3 1 	 	 1	 											 	 	
4	 	 1 	 	 4	            (48) 

   	 3 3  

              3 y 	3 x y x   

             3 y 3 	 4 y 4        

                                                                                           (49) 

By using equation (44) to (47) in (49), we got following 
equation. 

              	 | |              

From above expression, we can conclude that	 , , , → 0. 
As  → 0 , → 0. 

Fig. 9, shows the error convergence profile regarding 
synchronization of  identical 4-D hyperchaotic Rikitake 
dynamo systems among unknown parameters, whereas (Fig. 
10) displays the synchronization of states 	and	  for the 
master and slave system where	 1, … .4 

 

Fig. 9. Error convergence of identical hyperchaotic Rikitake 
dynamo system. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 
Fig. 10. (a). Synchronization of the states and	 , (b). 
Synchronization of the states and	 , (c). Synchronization 
of the states and	 , (d). Synchronization of the states  
and	 . 

 

 

 

Fig. 11. Parameter estimation of hyperchaotic Rikitake 
dynamo system via adaptive integral sliding mode control.  

In the above (Fig. 11), adaptive parametric estimation shows 
quite impressive results, as error were converging to zero 
already shown in (Fig. 9). The fourth coming Section 
represents the conclusion of this research article. 

7. CONCLUSION 

An adaptive ISMC approach is proposed for the 
synchronization of an uncertain 4-D identical hyperchaotic 
Rikitake dynamo. The nonlinear unknown terms and the 
unknown parameters are compensated via the adaptive part of 
the integral sliding mode control law. The synchronization 
error of the identical master and slave system is steered to 
origin asymptotically. In other words, the master and slave 
system are synchronized via the proposed control law in the 
presence of parametric uncertainties. This overall work is 
carried out with less number of control inputs as compared to 
the existing work (Vaidyanathan et al., 2015). This reduction 
results in less energy usage and improves the applicability of 
the control strategy. The closed loop stability of the designed 
compensator controller and the adapted law are ensured via 
the Lyapunov stability strategy. The system under study is 
simulated which demonstrates the benefits of the proposed 
algorithm. 
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